Telephone calls made by interviewers using randomly selected landline telephone numbers

- 24,082
- 8,616 Call Connected
  - 4,048 Call answered by a person
  - 4,568 Call answered by a message recorder
    - 2,237 Interview begun
      - 2,152 Respondent qualified
      - 85 Respondent not qualified (age) or interview terminated for demographic balance
        - 1200 Target respondent completed interview
        - 876 Target respondent refused to participate
      - 679 Target respondent not home
        - 76 Interview voluntarily terminated by respondent
        - 876 Target respondent refused to participate
  - 9,092 No answer after multiple attempted calls
  - 4,753 Telephone line out of service
  - 599 Busy signal
  - 499 Fax or modem line
  - 470 Telephone number changed
  - 53 Connection prevented by call blocking service
- 15,466 Call not connected
  - 4,568 Call answered by a message recorder
    - 1,811 Interview not taken
      - 679 Not residence telephone line: business or government
      - 445 Not residence telephone line: business or government
      - 387 Target respondent requested to be called back; reconnection never occurred
      - 300 Target respondent spoke language other than English
      - 1200 Target respondent completed interview
      - 876 Target respondent refused to participate
      - 76 Interview voluntarily terminated by respondent